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I. INTRODUCTION
The integration o-f computer systems into the work
environment allows -for new applications to be continually
examined which may support present procedures. Such
applications are usually intended to improve e-fficiency or
e-f fecti veness. The introduction o-f word processing
capabilities is an example which illustrates the impact that
the computer has had on the work environment.
The emphasis today is on applications which are modeled
with the user in mind. "User—-friendly" systems are designed
for the user who infrequently comes in contact with a
computer or who lacks formal training on basic computer
skills. In recent years, the Federal Government has
purchased micro computers for use in various agencies. It
is evident that computers could be beneficial in managing
the ever increasing information demands o-f agencies which
serve both civilian and military personnel. Such is the
case with the installation of Televideo Portable Micro
Computers at the Civilian Personnel Of -f ice (CPO> located at
the Naval Postgraduate School
.
The focus of this thesis is the design and
implementation of a software system within the Civilian
Personnel Office located at the Naval Postgraduate School.
The design of this software application uses software
engineering techniques explained in Pressman CRef. 13. Each
phase of the software life cycle (planning, development,
maintenance) will be discussed further in later chapters.
The Civilian Personnel Office exists as the managing
authority for all government employed civilians. It
processes paperwork documenting personnel actions and
maintains personnel records. CPO provides assistance to
individuals which include:
1. Position Management: This includes the planning of
organizational structures and assessing the potential
impact on employees. Additionally, the office
suggests ways to organize duties to provide career
ladders and job enrichment.
2. Classification of Jobs: The office is responsible for
writing position descriptions and classifying
positions by title, series and grade.
3. Recruiting and Placement: The CPO announces position
vacancies and identifies candidates through personal
interviews. It screens candidates to ensure selection
of the most qualified personnel. In addition, the
office establishes and coordinates promoting panels
and helping employees relocate.
4. Labor—Management Relations: The office negotiates and
consults with the various labor organizations
concerning changes in personnel procedures or
reduction in workforce.
5. Training and Education: The CPO provides resource
information and sponsors lectures, seminars and
courses within the agency.
6. Pay: Pay rates are set based on regulations and agency
policy.
7. Career Counseling: The office helps assess skills,
abilities, interests and aptitudes of employees and
identifies training and development alternatives by
providing timely job information.
8. Employee Benefits: The CPO explains requirements,
bene-fits and procedures related to leave, pay,
retirement, awards, etc.
A Naval civilian personnel office spends several hours
every day providing such information to current employees
applying -For promotional opportunities as well as providing
job in-formation to applicants who are seeking to -fill job
vacancies. Under the current method, a receptionist or a
staffing clerk provides this service. The quality and
responsiveness of this service depends upon the individual
abilities of the receptionist as well as on uncontrollable
environmental factors, e.g., the number of applicants
standing in line, the number of current vacancies, etc.
Individuals who seek employment information frequently
receive poor service (incomplete information or untimely
service). At the same time, the CPO staff becomes
frustrated by not being able to more fully control this
highly visible function.
The proposed solution to this problem will be to
implement an automated system in the civilian personnel
office work environment. It will provide current employees
with a means of viewing advancement opportunities and
provide initial job application services for new or future
employees. The existence of micro computer hardware allows
this low risk, low cost implementation. The design
methodology used will allow further design enhancements to
be added later on as requirements are identified.
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II. SYSTEM PLANNING
Database management systems are rapidly becoming
commonplace in all -Fields. For database systems to be
useful, however, they must be e-f-ficient, and e-f-ficiency
begins with a well-thought-out design. Whatever the
business need, the correct -first step in -finding a solution
to a problem is de-fining just what has to be done, when it
has to be done, how much is to be done, etc. A problem
de-finition should state why an action is necesary and just
what is expected -from any solution. In addition, it should
avoid placing restrictions on how a solution is to be
achieved, whether the -final solution is computer-based or
not. I-f a restriction is placed upon the -final solution, it
may preclude successful design or implementation.
The system analysis phase was begun by gathering
information through interviews of key personnel within the
Naval Postgraduate School Civilian Personnel Office and by
reviewing their present job application procedures. During
these interviews, it was stated that the present system of
performing the job application process was inadequate and
the information presented to both present and prospective
employees was less than satisfactory. The desire was that
general employment information be provided in a more
effectively and economically manner. A "self—service" job
in-formation terminal provided a solution that could o-f-fer
the following in-formation:
- Current job vacancies (temporary / permanent)
- Qualifications required -for positions
- Forms needed to apply
- Where and when to apply
- Salary information
- General information on special employment programs
In addition, the system should be expandable to provide a
variety of other future information needs.
The initial study focused on the present process versus
the desired process. In the current process, all
information concerning federal jobs is manually stored and
has to be extracted whenever a job vacancy occurs. At the
time of a job announcement, a form is filled out (Appendix
A) and filed by CPO office personnel. It is the
receptionist who first interviews any applicant entering the
office. If a prospective applicant is inquiring about a
specific opening, the receptionist must first ascertain
his/her qualifications. If the individual is asking about
openings in general, additional time must be taken by the
receptionist to determine available job vacancies that would
match the applicant's qualifications and desires. This
procedure often takes up to thirty minutes per applicant. A
typical workday would contain approximately 10-15 such
inquiries. The cost of this service is directly correlated
to the hourly wage of the receptionist; usually an entry
level GS employee.
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The conceptual solution required a system which could
output correct information -for a majority of queries -found
in a typical one—on—one exchange between the receptionist
and a job applicant. The new system would be utilized by
job applicants and current employees, with basic computer
literacy predicted to range -From -first-time to expert user.
The o-f-fice presently has three Televideo Microcomputers
and one IBM PC in its inventory. The Televideos are -fully
IBM compatible. One Televideo microcomputer is con-figured
with a 10MB hard disc and "the other two Televideo's and the
IBM PC have dual -floppy disks. The IBM PC has 320K o-f
memory and the Televideos are con-figured with 256K RAM.
Implementing a so-ftware package which could run on these
existing systems was a primary design objective. It is
calculated based on -file size and transaction activity that
the storage requirements of such a system would necessitate
at least a 10MB configuration.
If a software package could perform the task of
providing job information, a user could receive quality
service at minimal cost to the office. The cost associated
with the system would be the purchase of the required
software. The benefits of such a system are not entirely
quantifiable, for there can be no prediction given for the
number of additional employees or the speed at which
vacancies are filled by using this new application process.
The overall savings resulting from removing this duty from
11
the receptionist or other o-f-fice personnel should more than
o-f-fset this cost. Based upon a receptionist handling
approximately 10 applicants each day with each o-f these
interviews taking 10-15 minutes, the system would provide an
additional 2 hours o-f productivity. The hourly wage o-f a
receptionist is approximately $7.00/hr. The system would
e-f-f ecti vely save over $3000 in services per year. The cost
o-f the software is $400.
Sta-f-f personnel who have conducted job interviews
identified major information items requested by applicants.
This information provides the necessary amplifying data
about each job vacancy. To accomplish the objectives of the
proposed system, the following attributes must be included:
Job announcement number: This number is assigned to the
vacancy listing to serialize it.
Federal job number: This number identifies the job, for
example, an office clerk or research assistance.
Open/Close date: These dates specify the period
applications are being taken for the specific
announcement number.
Qualifications: These define exactly who may apply and
what specific background expertise is required.
Duties: These state what an applicant is expected to
accomplish in performing the job functions.
Pay: A pay scale would respond to the most popular
inquiry.
Hiring Programs: Additional information would be made
available to respond to querries concerning the many
hiring practices now conducted by federal agencies.
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The above items, though not complete, o-f-fer a sample o-f
the types o-f information the system would be handling. The
majority o-f the data within the system is text. It ranges
-from relatively short structures o-f 5-10 characters to more
detailed structures consisting o-f paragraph-length inputs.
Since the majority o-f the data is text and the system is
expected to be operated by relatively computer— i 1 1 iterate
personnel, design -focused on a menu-driven -format.
R:Base5000, by Microrim, appeared to be suited to this
task. DBase III is the current industry leader and it
appears to match RsBase 5000 in raw capabilities and also
o-f-fers the well known DBase III programming language.
However, the R:Base 5000 application Express is superior to
development tools included in DBase III or other current
database products. For this reason, applications may be
easier to develop with R:Base CRe-f. 23. In addition, the
system would require some form of data security since it
will be used as a self—serve information center. Password
protection, which DBase III does not provide but R:Base
does, offers adequate data security for the data files.
The data structure determines the efficiency with which
the program will be able to retrieve information. The
primary output is the announcement listing. It is this
information which will be most active. It was determined
that certain information contained in the announcement was
more or less permanent amplifying data. For example, a job
vacancy announcement may state that personnel are being
sought -for the position o-f a librarian. All information
about a librarian position is the same -for any job
application, there-fore it can be separated -from the
application easily. Once in the system, this information
could be extracted by using the key -field of a data table.
The data manipulation required by the system predicated
the use of the relational model because the program would
need access to the data and also have the ability to combine
that data using data values. The normal forms defined in
relational database theory represent the guidelines for file
design CRef. 31. Normalization rules are designed to prevent
update anomalies and data inconsistencies. The key fields
selected for each file, or table (R:Base 5000 refers to
files as tables), are critical elements and uniquely define
each data entry. Single key fields were attempted for all
files but the table of announcement data required two key
fields to uniquely identify each record. In a multi-site
system, different sites could use the same announcement
number to identify different jobs. All other tables contain
a single key field and a one-to-many relationship with the
ANNOUNCE table. The Bachman diagrams illustrating these
relationships are contained in Appendix B.
Using the general system requirements developed by the
CPO, process descriptions were defined. These process
descriptions provide a list of all data that enter and exit
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each module. In addition, the processing narratives were
written. It is these narratives which contain the bounded
descriptions o-f the processing that occurs within each
module. Appendix C contains the process descriptions -For
all program modules.
The next step in the logical design was to depict the
in-formation -flow o-f the system. This was accomplished by
using Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) contained in Appendix D. The
DFD is a graphical tool that shows how data and the
processes that manipulate data are connected. The previous
step o-f de-fining process descriptions -focused on the general
outline o-f the process. Since initial constraints stressed
a "user -friendly" system, in-formation flow was -first
characterized by data moving through various menus presented
to the user.
Appendix E contains the data dictionary developed -for
this system. There are a total o-f -five tables which contain
the necessary in-formation determined to be o-f interest to an
applicant. These tables allow for maximum flexibility to
modify data. For example, the ANNOUNCE table includes the
attribute CTC_ID. This information identifies the individual
in the office to see for applying for the vacancy. The
contact name was not used in order to avoid vacancy
announcements having to be updated for each change of
personnel. Using the separate table CONTACT, one update
would correct all announcements within the system. Within
the FED table, the attribute CATEGORY was included to permit
the system to select the announcements from general job
areas o-f interest to the user. It is this attribute which
enables the system to -focus on the particular job vacancies
the user will be presented. This information is not
presently used within the CPO.
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III. System Development Phase
The planning phase established the requirements which
would be necessary to carry out the required -functions. The
design phase translates these requirements into so-ftware and
hardware spec i-fi cat ions. Since the rules that govern sound
data base design apply to virtually any data management
software, initial structural design was begun prior to
investigating which DBMS to utilize.
The planning techniques -formed the basis -for all
subsequent system development work. With these design
considerations, the next step was to generate the program
code. One o-f the main considerations in choosing R:Base
5000 over other DBMS systems was the Application Express, a
code generator. Application Express is a combination report
writer, screen -formatter and code generator. It also
performs the -function o-f de-fining databases and tables. The
programmer interacts with Express via a system o-f menus and
screens. Express leads the programmer through the process
definition from the top level down to the detailed
functions. As each choice is made, the Express program is
evaluating the choice and creating the program to perform
the chosen options. Using the application generator enables
the programmer to quickly generate code and begin running
the application program.
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Appendix F contains the overall menu structure o-f the
program. The program is sub-divided to maintain separation
o-f -file management procedures (done exclusively by o-f -f ice
personnel) and job search /in-f ormat ion extraction procedures
(done by users). Based on this menu structure, the modular
structures were designed (Appendix G) to aid in the coding
process.
To protect the in-formation within the tables -from
unauthorized use, a so-ftware resident "password" protection
system was coded into the MENU2 module. This code can be
modified by editing the value o-f PASSWD within MENU2.CMD.
Completed R:Base code is contained in Appendix H.
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION
The -finished program was demonstrated to the NPS CPO
personnel prior to system implementation. The program
satisfied CPO requirements with only minor modifications.
For example, instead o-F the design decision to use the term
"Federal Number" when referencing a federal job, it was
modified to display "Pay Plan/Series"
, which is the current
way all office personnel refer to that item.
Testing was conducted with several members from the CPO
who were familiar with the present application process.
Some individuals without a computer background were selected
as testors. The intent of the test was to ensure that the
right information was being presented and that the method of
obtaining that information was relatively user friendly.
The operators experienced no difficulties in using the
system or in obtaining the correct data. The initial
storage requirements of the system do not exceed 300K but
once implemented for the CPO and all required data is
entered into files, storage requirements will probably
surpass 1MB.
Appendix I contains the User's Manual for the software
package. Any users who will be managing the database must
become familiar with that appendix and also with the R:Base
User's Manual. Modifications could be implemented by
customizing the code by using the Rbedit application.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The NPS Civilian Personnel O-f-f ice's Job Search Decision
Support System has already undergone many iterations.
Additional modifications and improvements will undoubtedly
be required in the -future. For example, the most use-ful
modi -fi cation o-f the program would permit various sites to
network all information into a central location, thereby
granting access to all CPO's in a given geographic region.
Using the Express application for this problem created
several problems and led to coding the majority of the
system without the aid of the code generator. For instance,
when two files were combined to produce the desired output,
Application Express limited the programmer to ten columns in
the new table. This proved inadequate based on physical
design requirements. In addition, the program design was
too complicated for the application to handle. It can only
generate code to the third sub-level, and the physical
design contained five levels.
Another problem with the code generator is that the code
produced by Express is difficult to maintain. The routine
can be produced in one format only, with no extra routines
for security or logging purposes. Express generates code as
one main program, not a collection of subroutines which
allow for easy debugging and future expansion. In addition,
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the generator does not include comment statements, making it
more di-f-ficult to maintain the program. The use o-f an
application generator can help to accelerate the development
process but the tradeo-F-Fs may be too great. A-fter initial
-Frustration with the system, the code (Appendix H) was
generated without the aid o-f the code generator.
Application Express was used success-f ul ly , however, to
de-Fine the database structure within the system. Using this
program provided a rapid process o-f developing the tables
and helped by making the process o-F changing existing
structures a matter o-F a -Few keystrokes.
In addition to using Express to develop the database
structure, R:Base provided an excellent means o-F ensuring
that the data entered into the program is within a
prede-Fined value range or that it is not duplicate
information. The rules designed for this program are listed
in Appendix D.
The process o-F generating code and testing each module
brought to light several inherent problems with the R:Base
programming language. One o-F these problems concerned the
use o-F passwords to prevent unauthorized use o-F the File
Management modules (MENU2) . To use a password, the
programmer must -First de-Fine the OWNER password, which must
be entered each time the R:Base program is initialized. In
this situation, the R:Base program would be initialized
daily in the morning. The passwords which would be
neccessary -for protecting the database were the USER
passwords. It is these passwords which safeguard the data
in the tables -from being read, changed, or both. The R:Base
program will accept two types o-f passwords - RPW (read
passwords) and MPW (modi-fy passwords). However, the program
forces the programmer to enter read passwords prior to using
modi-fy passwords. There-fore, any table which is protected
by a password would require the proper password prior to
even reading data -from it. A user inquiring about job
vacancies must be able to read data -from the tables without
the use o-f passwords. There-fore, the R:Base password
function was not utilized and data security was written into
the command -file o-f MENU2.
Another problem that was encountered during the coding
phase was the nesting -factor o-f the R:Base programming
language. There are three types o-f blocks which can be used
in R:Base: IF blocks, Command -file blocks, and WHILE
blocks. There is a maximum o-f ten nesting levels. When a
control structure or command file is added to the program,
the nesting level increases by one. Initially, the program
was designed to permit the user to move -from one menu level
into the next or the preceding level. The high nesting
count at the third sub-level was caused by a combination o-f
WHILE and IF-THEN loops. There-fore, the WHILE loops were
rewritten as GOTO statements. This effectively decreased by
one the nest count at each sub-level. Even with this
change, it was impossible to enable the system to return to
the main menu via menu selections. At the MENU9 level, the
nesting -factor was at the limit and the only method o-f
returning to the MAIN.CMD level was to utilize a QUIT TO
statement. This e-F-f ecti vely cleared all nesting levels and
returned the user to the -first level. However, the user
would not be able to return via menu selections.
A recommendation -for -future versions is to modi-fy the
program with a graphics driver which would enable the system
to display its -forms in a "user -friendly" format. This
would present a very professional appearance and would
rein-force the concept o-f "easy to use. "
A "nice to have" item is the ability to print -from the
program the job announcement -forms in the present -format as
shown in Appendix A. This would answer some o-f the user's
complaints concerning the fact that the data was entered
twice, once on paper and once into the system. Solving this
"double duty" would provide office personnel with more time
to do their other duties. A disadvantage to this is that
most of the data on the present job announcement form is not
necessary for a general job search routine. It would
overload the system with information and severely reduce
system efficiency. In addition, the storage requirments for
this information would be staggering.
These recommendations a.re meant for consideration in
future program improvements. In order to effectively
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implement this system, the CPO will need to appoint a system
manager. It will be this individual's responsibility to
ensure that data is properly controlled and that the
hardware/software systems within the o-f-fice are managed.
The database requires considerable care. The design and
implementation of recovery procedures, database
documentation, performance evaluation, system tuning, and
new -feature evaluation are a -few o-f the tasks which are
necessary. This individual should have considerable
experience in the data processing activities o-f the o-f-fice
and should be able to integrate existing systems. During
initial investigation, it was noted that the CPO was using
DBase II -for some o-f its applications. With the
implementation o-f this system, all processes should be
integrated into one language. DBase II does not o-f-fer
adequate support -for all types o-f applications the CPO will
require in the future.
Another major concern -for the system manager is data
ownership, access, and modification rights. Since data
within the CPO is a shared resource, problems may occur
regarding who can do what to which data. This individual
must consider each shared data-item and determine, in
conjunction with the users, access and modification rights.
Data security is designed into the program but must be
maintained by frequently changing the password.
According to Pressman (Re-f. 1), approximately hal-f o-f
all so-ftware maintenance is perfect ive. As iterations
occur, new programming techniques o-f ten surface. These
techniques or approaches normally improve the initial
program's e-F-ficiency and can be incorporated into the
program structure. This program is the initial step using
data management tools within a CPO. E-f -feetive development
and implementation o-f changes to the program structure will
certainly rein-force the positive atmosphere -for decision
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AREA Of CONSIOEOATION, _
- _ . ,, 1 , ,,
All employees serviced by the Civilian Personnel Office, the Voluntary Applicant
Supply' File and the Ccmruting Area.
njrU£S: This position is located in the Standing Job Order Work Center, Maintenance and
Operations Work Division. The incumbent acts as expert for one of the following areas:
Electrical, Air Conditioning/Refrigeration, Plpefitting/ Plumbing, Tile & Plate
Setting/Painting, Wood Craftsman/Carpentry, Electronics Mechanic, Audio Visual Equipment
Mechanic, and Maintenance Machinist. The Leader function of this position will consume
approximately 305 of the incumbent's time. This includes such duties as determining and
assigning work assignments; insuring correct trade principles are used and work meets
acceptable trade standards; passing on sequence instructions, procedures, methods, and
deadlines; resorting status and problems; inspecting on-site field conditions, determining
any corrective action; orders and obtains stocks and materials; insuring necessary
tools
and equipment are available; demonstrating proper work methods; and, assuring
that safety
and housekeeping rules are followed. 705 of the incumbents time will be performing
journeyman duties along with other workers.
elements listed below to do the work:
*1. ABILITY TO LEAD.
•2. KIJCVLEDCE OF SPECIFIC TRADES RELATED TO THE POSITION.
3. ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE ORALLY AID IN WPJTHC.
4. KliOWLEDGE OF SAFETY RULES AND REGULATIONS.
» This is a screen out element. Applicants must score 2 points out of a possible
4
points in order to be considered eligible.
WHO MAY APPLV :
I Y I Career/career conditional employees. [X [ Reinstatement el'C'bies {submit copy of most recent Standjrd.Fcrm 50).
npj individuals ei.gibie for an activity held dnect Hue authority ( f> . g. VRA, Handicapped, 307* Disabled Veterans)
f
/ TO AP°t Y- Submit a completed Standard Form 171, Personal Qualifications Statement (anc Supplemental Questionnaire, .f a^picabie)
U ..ie Civilian Personnel Office. Naval Postgraduate School. Monterey. CA S3943. Applications mt-st be received or postmarked by the closing
date. Do not submit copies of position/job descriptions or volumi nous work examp les All SF-l 71 's and supporting documents will be etained
by the Civilian Personnel Office and will not be returned. For further information con Tact: MaTV JO raF5n (403) 6-6-2001 orAv 873-2001.
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
(See other side for additional information/reouirements)
26
THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE APPLICABLE IF CHECKED:
177 Seiectee mav be subject to supervisor/manager probationary period.
F~7 Thu position has promotional potential *" Promotions tr9 not guaranteed and no promise of
promotion is implied.
5C A supplemental questionnaire, available from trie Civilian Personnel Office, must be completed by applicants.
f"3 A secret/top secret security clearance is required for this position.O This position is covered by the Merit Pay System,
r~1 Applicants *rho previously applied under Vacancy Announcement No. sre still under consideration and need
not reapply unless there has bten a change in their current work assignment/status.
CO AM appomtabie Department of the Navy employees within the area of consideration who apply will be considered.
CD Pilling of this position is subiect to the requirements °' the 000 Program for the Stability of Civilian Employment
CD Applicants must meet the time-m-grade reouirements. Qualification requirements, and time after competitive appoint-
ment requirements by the dosing date of the vacancy announcement.
d3 Merit Promotion is but one means of filling a vacancy. Other methods may be used concurrently. A vacancy may be cap
CD Oth
r ru i , u n amoai o v -
SSS Please 'submit a copy of your nest recent performance
appraisal and OPM form 1386.
EVALUATION : No written test is required. All applicants will be rated on a scale of 705
to 1001 based on the quality of experience and training relevant to the duties of the
position. Experience, training, supervisory appraisals and awards will be considered in
the rating and ranking of candidates. Statements made on the Personal Qualifications
Statement, Supplemental Experience Statement, and any additional information secured by
the Civilian Personnel Office will be used in determining the rating.
NOTICE : The Office of Personnel Management considers job applications to be a personal
matter and not official government business. Therefore, the use of franked envelopes to
submit application papers is considered to be a violation of OPM and Postal regulations.
Applicants should make a copy of their application for their personal use prior to filing
it in the Civilian Personnel Office; after submission, copies will not be msde.
VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT (BACK)










CALLS MAIN.MNU / MAIN.HLP / MENU2.CMD / MENU3.CMD /
MENU4 . CMD
FILES USED NONE
PURPOSE To provide the user with a menu -for selecting
di-f-ferent parts o-f the program.
INPUTS User via keyboard.
OUTPUTS PICK1
rP.ULCOO LfCf AIM! i iUN
Provide the user with the -following choices!
1. File Management
2. -Job Availability
3. Additional In-f ormat ion
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PROCESS DESCRIPTION




MAIN.CMD / MENU2.MNU / MENU2.HLP / MENUS. CMD
NONE
To provide the user with a menu -for selecting




Provide the user with the following choices






















CALLS MENU3.MNU / MENU3.HLP / MENU7.CMD / MAIN-CMD
FILES USED ANNOUNCE
PURPOSE To provide the user with a menu -for selecting
the tenure o-f the available jobs.
INPUTS User via keyboard / PICK1
OUTPUTS PICK! / PICK3 / NEWTBL
PROCESS DEFINITION
Provide the user with the -following choices
which correspond to the various tenures by










CALLS ' NENU4.HLP / MENU4.MNU / MENUIO.CND /
MENU11.CND / MENU12.CND
FILES USED NONE
PURPOSE To allow the user with a menu -for selecting
what additional information to display.
INPUTS User via keyboard / PICK1 / PICK4
OUTPUTS PICK1 / PICK4
PROCESS DEFINITION
Provide the user with the ability to display
additional information as selected from the
f o 1 1 owi n g (T:en u
:
I . DH9C / '_'rriLc LULHI I U 1 •<a
*-» DAW r-* r-» /r ! r— r-»
-r r^r-ti— r^ t ai ii t i— i t m<—* i—t r—. *—* r* r-. /\ !uf r-*
/1 rt r—1 r-i 1 t f1 /% T T PI >• ' rtnnr 1— f-1C
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PROCESS DESCRIPTION
SYSTEM NPS Civilian Personnel Office Jo
Program
MODULAR NAME MENU5.CMD
CALLS MENUS. MNU / MENU5.HLP / INFQADD.CMD /
INFOREM.CMD / INFOCHG.CMD / INFODISP.CMD
FILES USED NONE
PURPOSE To provide the user with a menu -for selecting
the type of management function to perform on
'-lie ee±ec'_ecj da"ca l8.ui 9«
iiNr'Ula '.j^strr via k>=;yO'_i=ir u / ri'_-r--.i / r lCr-.-i.
OUTPUTS PICK1 / PICK2 / PICKS
PROCESS DEFINITION
Provius x.i ie user- wi >_h <_!ie fol lowing choices
which correspond to the various management
functions that can be performed on the data %
1. Enter New Information
2. Remove Old Information
3 x Change Existing I n-format i on
4. Display Current Information
33
PROCESS DESCRIPTION




CALLS MENU7.MNU / MENU7.HLP / MENU8.CMD
FILES USED NEWTBL
PURPOSE To provide the user with a menu for selecting
the location of job vacancies.
INPUTS User via keyboard / PICK1 / PICK3
OUTPUTS PICK1 / PICK3 / PICK7 / NEWTBL
1
r K !_!_•c.sa Utr INI i 1UN
Provide the user with the following choices
which correspond to the various locations














CALLS MENUS, MNU / MENUS. HLP / MENU9.CMD
FILES USED FED
PURPOSE To provide the user with a menu for selecting
the general occupational 3.T53. of interest in
searching -for vacancies,
INPUTS User via keyboard / PICK! / PICK3 / PICK7
OUTPUTS PICK1 / PICK3 / PICK7 / PICKS / NEUITBL2
PROCESS DEFINITION
Provide the user with the -following choices
which correspond to the various occupational












*-* /\ i i eLMLLD
FILES USED
PURPOSE





NEWTBL1 / NEWTBL2 / NEWTBL3 / NEWTBL4 /
NEWTBL5
To provide the user with a display o-f all
available job announcements based on previous
menu selections, In addition, this module
requests the user to input the minimum grade
INPUTS
m i-r-f-ii i-rn
'_(_' ! r U ! O
searching.




level he is interested in
User via keyboard / PICK1
PICKS
•Job announcements to user
d i sp 1 ay = Fr ov i s i on s made
expansion to a printer.
DEFINITION
Provide the user with a request -for the
minimum grade level he is seeking tor job
vacancies. Following the display o-f the
primary information to the user, he is
o-f-fered the choice o-f viewing additional
information concerning that particular job
announcement. If he is not interested, the
next available announcement which meets the
stated constraints is displayed. When all
vacancies 1
1
ave u een shown to 1 1 !e user, i ie ma
v
input a new minimum grade or he can exit to










PURPOSE To provide the user with a description o-f the
various locations o-f the o-f -f ices in the local
INPUTS User via keyboard / PICK! / PICK4
OUTPUTS SITEDSP
r KULrCLoa iJcr i N i \ j. Lmm
Provide the user with a description o-f an
o-f -f ice location based on the user input via
menu display. The output is displayed in
report -form using SITEDSP. The process





huucoa ubaLnir i lUiv









e» i jnr-n i—» /\ whiLco uocU r m
t
PURPOSE To provide the user with a listing by grade
o-f each pay level in the Federal service,
INPUTS User via keyboard / PICK1 / PICK4
OUTPUTS PAYRPT
rnULtiaa ucr iwi. i auim
Provide the user with a listing o-f the pay by
grade level within the Federal service. The
output is displayed in the report PAYRPT, The




















MENU4.CMD / MENU12.MNU / CURRENT.TXT /
FQRMER.TXT / HANDI.TXT / VET. TXT / SPOUSE,
/ TEMP. TXT / NAF-TXT
NONE
To provide the user with a description of
va.r i ous emp 1 oymen t programs aval 1 ab 1 e
.
User via keyboard / PICK! / PICK4
Various .TXT files according to menu
selection
f hs=
rn.Ui.CDO U!=.r Iivj. I I '_>N
Provide the user with descriptions of the
various programs available to him if he
should want to apply for federal Binpl oymen"
The output is displayed in various text










Mi 1 i tary Spouses
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PROCESS DESCRIPTION





FILES USED ANNOUNCE / FED / LOCATION / PAY / CONTACT
PURPOSE To allow the user to enter into the edit
•function o-f RBASE.
INPUTS User via keyboard / PICK1 / PICK2 / PICKS
OUTPUTS NONE
PROCESS DEFINITION
Provide the user with the ability to add new
records into the previously selected table*
40
rr>.QCE3S DESCRIPTION





FILES USED ANNOUNCE / FED / LOCATION / PAY / CONTACT
PURPOSE To allow the user to apply the DELETE
function o-f RBASE.
INPUTS User via keyboard / PICK1 / PICK2 / PICK5
OUTPUTS . NONE
PROCESS DEFINITION
Provide the user with the ability to delete









PILES USED ANNOUNCE / PED / LOCATION / PAY / CONTACT
PURPOSE To allow the user to apply the EDIT -function
of RBASE
INPUTS User via keyboard / PICK1 / PICK2 / PICKS
OUTPUTS NONE
Provide the user with the ability to change









FILES USED ANNOUNCE / FED / LOCATION / PAY / CONTACT
PURPOSE To allow the user to apply the SELECT
-function o-f RBASE
INPUTS User via keyboard / PICK1 / PICK2 / PICKS
UU IrUia Nunc
Provide the user with the ability to disp]





ry use r J
45
me




se ieV tr spla^
lo ca t i on
display
7 use rj


























































Kodify Password: : NO
Cclu" dsfinitic
% N'are Type
1 fed rus TEXT
i rr
















$ Mass Type Length Key
! site TEXT 10 characters
2 city TEH 15 characters
3 infotxt TEXT 250 characters










.pay COLLAR 1 value's!
•
t






8 "are Type Lsr.Qtn





Current ni-auer of rows! 7
48
elesenid descrip el eatype upperval loxerval source uodtfreq ccnent
variaole identifies vacancy announcement
variable identifies originator of announcesent
variable soecifies first date of applications
variable specifies final date of application peri
variable specifies length of esploy.ient
variable specifies federal pay plan/series nuiber
variable specifies grade level of announcesent
variable specifies specific job duties
variable specifies specific job qualifications
variable tells if status esplc^ees can apply
variable tells if direct hire employees can apply
variable tells if other category of esployees can
variable specifies contact id I
variable actual job title
variable specifies general jcb duties
variable specifies general job qualifications
variable job classification grouping
variable specifies location of vacancy
variable description of base / office
variable lists ainiiui pay in grade
updtfreq cosaent
variable lists saxiaua pay in grade
variable «ho to see about job
variable phone nur.oer of contact personnel
nuaber announceient.nuaber text : a cpo
site location text z a cpo
open.dt opening date date 12/31/9? 01/01/00 cpo
ds.dt closing date date 12/31/9? 01/01/00 cpo
tenure length of esployment text tetp pert cpo
fed.nui pay plan/series text »s-9999 gs-0000 cpo
grade grade level text w-15 gs-01 cpo
spc.duty specific job duties text i a cpo
spc.qual specific quals text 2 a cpo
status Mho can apply text r n cpo
dirjurt direct hires text y n coo
other other esployees text y n cpo
ttc.id contact id t int 9999 0000 cpo
job_n§ job description text : a cpo
gen. duty general job duties text 2 a cpo
gen.qual general jpb quals text 2 a cpo
category job grouping text
.
trades adain cpo
city originating site text 2 a cpo
infotxt site information text 2 a cpo
•injuy uni.iui pay s $999,999 so cpo
elenenid descrip
iiiiiii pay
eleatype upperval loxerval source
:ax.pay $ $999,999 $0 cpo
etc.ni contact naee text 2 a cpo
ph.nua phone nuiber text 999-999? 000-0000 cpo
fileid dscrptid filet>pe access reclnoiii nuerecs stored latest content
announce jnnounc62Bnt_file data seq 742 4 disk 0?/C2/8i contains current list of vacancies




contact contact. file 47 7 disk 09/03/84 contains contact personnel roster
location site.file 275 3 disk 09/08/84 contains site descriptions




descid language lns_code lastJOd :3iientt
ciin •am senu Ribase
ienu2 file cgt Ribase
ienu3 joo search Ribase
ienu4 addl infonation R:base
cenuS cenu for .cgt options R:base
ienu7 location Ribase
lenuS category R:base
•enu9 display vacancies Ribase
•enulO site descriptions Ribase
•enull pay scales Ribase
«enul2 hiring options Ribase
infoadd adds nan data R:bast
inform resoves old data R:base
infochg changes existing data Ribase
infodisp displays data R:base
1 619 09/09/86 calls the aim aenu
1118 09/C3/56 optieniannounce/fed/pay/contact/location
1235 09/08/86 C3iion:teap/pen/ill
1137 09/03/36 option: location/pay/prograes/apphcations
1136 09/03/36 option:add/resove/change/display
1379 09/08/36 option:NPS/FT 0rd/9U/rHsc
1706 09/08/96 opttonsprof /tride/cler/*ed/adein
2804 09/08/86 gets grade/displays vacancies
1077 09/03/56 optiomNPS/Ft Ord/DLI/flisc
1631 09/08/36 option: ill pay series
1017 09/03/36 option: various hiring prograis
654 09/08/36 adds data to specified table
2776 09/08/86 deletes data froi specified table
1446 09/08/86 changes data in a specified table
1161 09/03/36 displays all data in a specified table
idl typel id2 type2
cpo user announce file
cpo user fed file
cpo user contact file
cpo user ?n file
cpo user location file
sain progrea announce file
lain progran fed file
cam prograc contact file
cam prcgraa location file
cam prcgrat pay file
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KUKRULE AN'D/QR COLNAf.El TABLE! BOOLEAN COLNAKE2 TABLE2 RULVALUE
1 AND fed nun fed exis
1 and job_nm fed ex is
1 and genjJuty fed exis
1 and gen_qual fed sxis




3 AND grade pay exis
3 and nin_pay pay e>is
3 and oaxjjay pay ex i s
3 USES pay
4 AND number a . i n o exis
4 and site a r n o unca e-:s
4 and op=n_dt anno unce exis
4 and els dt - 1 L' j " : •: £ • 1 S
4 an*
'
' tenure a "Ti o unce exis
4 and fed nua anno J1C5 exis
4 and - grade anno unce exis
4 USES ; p -» n jr.ee
n ftiif»e
FED K'jn FED SEA
a LEES FED
YOU KUST ENTER DATA IN ALL BLOCKS
YOU r"JST ENTER DATA IN ALL BLOCKS
YCU :ust ENTER DATA IN ALL .! 3
„7 uA
p r i ir, p
7 r .I'D
" ? r Tic FA/ NEA FAY
7 Jb;a FA r
K AND3 P'Tf::tc n ; i u * i
-
ft SITE LGCAT1DH
10 USES ' "V r !
"*'
il hiiJa ctc_:d CONTACT iitfi DTC ID CON : ACT
11 USES CONTACT
12 AND grade announce sea grade ;^y
12 USES a ---_- c e?
13 AND ctc_id announce eca ctcjd contact
f. ncce
; i tt N j SITE
-L-- 1 i EXIS
• t > ' n
. T r ,u CITY L L'U1 1 i U '
«
EMS
14 a?:d IKFOTXT L C"w A i i '-' N EMS
14 USES rr * Tiriti





E - •_„..«£ enL U
15 USES
1 / .". '-3
-lit A".".'DUNCE Curl SITE LOCATION
17 USES A'.'.JUNDE
18 AND ChTiSQr/i FED i E
r.-i GRADE -L C'E*DY IK FILE
S 1 1 h r. Lh _ H J I i ii r i L t
Lu.i I f U l *::-: j
YOU riUST ENTER DATA IS -LL ELDI S
T ." ' " r
I ». II
FER'i
ENTER TBI? DS PEFH IN TENURE
EMER PF-DPER FC-'ILAT ", : S'FT QRD/DLI /s!I?C
5 1
:aULE &ND/DR COLNAHE1 TABLE1 BOOLEAN C0LNAHE2 TABLE2 RULVALUE
:s DR CATEGORY FED KE
13 OR CATEGORY FED NE
18 OR CATEGORY FED NE
18 OR
" CATEGORY FED NE
13 USES FED
19 AND SPC.DUTY ANNOUNCE EXIS
19 AND SPC~QUAL ANNOUNCE Ens
19 AND STATUS ANNOUNCE EXIS
19 AND OTHER AKSQUKCE EXIS
19 AND DIR.H1RE ANWCE EXIS
19 USES ANNOUNCE
20 A'-D3 CTC.1D CONTACT EXIS
20 AND CTCJffl CONTACT EXIS
20 AND PHjtUII CC'ITACT. EXIS
20 UcES CONTACT















































u w U w o o H O
< J fa fa Eh fa > fa PS fa2 CQ J Eh H S < 2 H 2
< <c fa H CO H PL) M X H2 Eh CO CO
W Eh fa Eh
CO W U PS U
O J fa D fa OO CQ J 2 l-H fa
IS < fa fa fa z
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Ml fAEN.CHE !
t^i CIVILIAN PERSONNEL JOE SEARCH *^
i i RAIN 1ENU PROGRAM IS









set lines : :
] P E JQBHliNT
set -.-ii :
PCT rnnflfl MCCCACC ri '









— — - —|AA U «^ T '"
- r - ! - \yn t r « T
i fiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiillii
1 (THE FOLLOWING :E.E"EE "^ THE DATABASE ^LL JOB v4C-nhee;
t(8HICH ARE NGH OUT OF DATE






r !„;" ANS USINS
,!
I3 THIS rHE C: :: E:~ V-'l 1 HH) -- ' A T 15,15






T ER TUE rORREOT DATE NH DI VV! ==>
'







' i ' i " - - - . - ' : - " - _ '
PAUSE
SFsiPsBE
# «!*r"T Sri .*-^~ T "=! T:-!U ii.^Tti ari!i!L





WRITE SD RES3 ftNY KEY
ENBIF
i r i '. " .
- CK 1 ! r t N
ENDIF
IF PICK! EQ 2 THEN
RUN "ENU3= CMD





COLUMN NPS CIVILIAN PERSONNEL JOB SEARCH PROGRAM
FILE f1ANSGE v E
ir
LntLft Jul! yHLHiV-ita
r--^ : -.^t1 '-? -,!!.".; lUCflOMATTHW
MELP P CR HAIN HEN1J




:s selection sill persit ':y ou to Select a file and i
t add: ng records
* deleting records
? c h 3 n c* i ng a x i st i n :
~
: r a c o r d s
J displaying existing records
- You will need a proper password to enter this segisnt of
the program
this eeI act i on will laad vou throuQh s sarias of ^anus
hi'rfc fafi 1 1 enabig tns system to display to you the o




; q- Additional Indorsation
- this ael act 1 en ^ill offer various ari
ai-oi : f •/. no sHfariation of p d a e *. b 1 a? i;
58
» t > I u II i i i i i I iU > > i u i i i i i i ' i i i i i l i i < I i i i ! !
a i
^-N''7 .PMH tlinT'iT! r Aid rersienwMPl ?nr: C^AO^iJ * '•
L- i. V iLiHi 1? r Cr-^Ji',i!VCL ^JUD ~ «. ""• H.
-u
": * .-
K (c) 1^B6 ^0EERT : C. SAIN t<
iiniiiiitiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiliiittiiiii'
CCT MAT: nrp!.----» Tkir
::t'' y«« PIC? 2 FO 1
NEWPASE
WRITE "PRESS <ENTER> TO RETjj-N TO HfilN HENy" AT 24,20




:" SELECTION c0*^ -ENU2
WHILE PICK2 NE 6 THEN
.'ir Sir tin r
IRITE "SELECT P!<)
1
FOR -EL p " at 22 = 30
CHOOSE PICK2 "RC^ HENU2.HNU
IF RICK2 EQ -! THEN
NEWPAGE
DISPLAY MENU2=HLP









r»i rAn r-Tpi/nr_[y^ r I U r.i









ARE* LQCATIOH DESC D I- T ICN3
PAY SCHEDULE
CO-TACT DI : ECTQPY
m RArk' in PREVIOUS MENU
up; p pno Mcuyi
/OUR SELECT . 0" F- C" THE "E^U aiLL E^ajl





c L- v !'i5 datl.
IF YOU ENTERED AN IMPROPER PASSWORD, YOU WILL NOT BE ALLC^EI
T PERFORM ANV QF r^rcp FUNCTIONS ON THE DATA=
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i i i i nm rn 3 u ii im
i
j i ii 1 1 1 1 ! t u i i i n i n i i u i
!
i CIVILIAN : ER3GNNEL Gr r : IE JOB SEARCH
M JOB AVAILABILITY 3V rv^E )
j ; f _ \ j gn ' n n DCDT f' C A T >-J
3>- 1 1 i » 1 1 ' i u 1 j h i i i u i h I i i 1 i i i IU i I » .u ! i i • i i i i i i
.- ; ; y fin r 1 Llvj I N f
SET VAP PICK3 TG 1
! 1pr i C T "." ^ T * ! ! ! T
»;r-- t, .- -rVi--_--
WRITE "SELECT F10! FDR ^ELP'' AT 23, 70
ch::se p ich 3 frqh henu3.iuwj
IF PICK3 EQ -1 THEN
NE^PAGE




rr piqj(3 pq j jhEN
rhuuC.i "bs ! o'_ rKu™ ^"NuUilLt UOiPSb *iLu +
uurDC T r - :, ' rr rri T rw r'
HnfcKb IilrUKe cii !tnr
h ijjlj npsiij / , i_.j-iy
try-,!^ tL!C'-' Tr
-l
IF PIC-:': ES I THEN










r.; : t! urmiT r-ur-.




'-^ **!:-> A1 I
ENDI-
!F prm EQ 4 THF*
SQTQ ENDME"U3
:^TF









P. r ! i^rn
61







HEI P PHP MFHM3
BELEC
T
il) r C? ALL JOES 8HICH ARE CLASSIFIED AS TEMPORARY
ESPLQYHEHT OPPORTUNITIES.
SELECT (2! FOR ALL JCES ^HICF APE CLASSIFIED AS PERHANENT
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES.
SELECT (3) PQR ALL JCBS=











*- CIVILIAN 5ERSQNNEL OFFICE JOB SEARCH 5
I [c! ! 5 3i ROBERT G, SAIN )
t(Mttt$ititU}t!tit}$HttM$3tftiiitlM!iti!ltit!
SET VAR PICK4 INT
r I v H n r I L '-. 4 \U i
J >6ET SELECTION FROn HENU^)
UiHILE FICK4 NE 5 THEN
,ci7
"SELECT F]:i rQR nFLP" At 23 3£
CHOOSE PICK4 FROM HENU4.HNU
IF PICK4 EQ -! THEN
N E w P A S E
DISPLAY MENU4 = HLF










IF F I C r- 4 EQ 3 THEN
RUN i1ENU12.CMD
ENDIF
IF RICK4 EQ a THEN
UCUDAGC
:*tr» r Mut
H I CD ! fi. xt -"' r=C ! V T V T
PAUSE




Z3LLrN WHAT TOPIC DO vnu ^ISH "CPE INFO-HATTON ABOUT'
BASE ; OFFICE LOCATIONS
PAY SCALES
:
? ECIAl 4IPJM5 PROGRAMS
APPLICATION PROCESS
?£Vm TO PREVIOUS MENU
HP! P FOR MENU4
THE -0LL0NIN3 CHOICES CAN BE MACE T C PRESENT TO VQij *0RE
INR"CR m atiqm ASCOT A CERTAIN AREA C T -E JOB APPLICATION PROCESS.
THE INFORMATION ^ILL BE DISPLAYED ON T*t SCREEN,
- SELECT (!) POP INFORMATION ABOUT THE VARIOUS EMPLOYMENT LOCATIONS.




rr-.r-. T iirnnu a t ? r. i : a n n 1 1 t >. i n u Tfi A n B




i CIVILIAN PERSONNEL OFFICE 3QE EE-PCH )
M i: 1 1956 R0?E- T C= SAIN
t(ltllttl}tltttSltt$lti$t$Uttt}t$ti$}|$ltMI$tt})
-r-r •;- Dirvs r i| t
j £ | w - r 1 L?\J i i? :
rrr HAD D r r'-'- Tn *
it-! !-;.! !!!Pi rShri r!r;=;jji
WHILE- * ICK5 KJE 5 ThEN
LJOTTr OffC! Cf*T •" i" 1 "' " CHS Li CI D ' ft* t? 7^
a i ] ; r ^t,L1 1* r .'. r - n - £. L Hi i . , ^
'
!
CHOOSE PICKS FROM nENU5,MNU





IP PICKS EO 1 THEN
IF PICKS EQ 2 THEN
D
L
! N I^P0PEn : C v D
E^DIF
IF PICKS EQ 3 THEN
RUN INF0CH6.CHD
ENDIF
IP PICKS EQ 3 JMEN





; E HOHEiST p EASE 8 *T ;T - T^








column which M --3Z"E i " "j !=:":l" :: roi] wish to e r :~
E'-"Z : ME& INFORMATION
ryn.'ir fl3LI INFORMATION
;hange e^ietng information
:iepla ,; current information
BO 3^ : TQ PREVIOUS M E'-L
HELP FOR MENUS
select 12) IP vqu kant ro ; e*Q' ; e ev:e~:';8 information. :.
:
kill ee
-£ : E: WHAT INFORMATION IS TO BE REMOVED AND IT MILL EE ~:E
:
.--ED TG
VOU TO ENSURE IT IE
T
HE jA t ^ YOU WISH REHQWED=
EELEC
T
(3) IF YOU HANT T 0H-N3E EXISTING INFORMATION, 7 CL KILL EE
a^KEI MAT INFORMATION IS TO EE :- : <=EEE AND THE CURREN' INFORMATION
WILL ':'. 3ISPLAYEI SO THAT '00 KAY EDIT IT, HHEN YOU ^E c :":ErO
WITH T -E CHANGES, YOU "jE" ENEL^E THAT ¥ 0U EAVE TnE NE* DATA,






h CIVILIAN PERSONNEL Q-- ICE JOB 3EARC- !
K JOB AVAILABILITY Bv LOCATION j
}< ; :^ 1936 ROBERT 0= SAIN !
HtMUtt!MM*tii?MttfttMStft*i!Higt$ttttfiti)
SET VAR PICK 7 INT
"ft ^af Pin-: 7 to i
.ABE. 5 T APTHENU7
NESPASE
l iGET SELECTION FROM 3ENU 75
WRITP 3 -RES5
. F 1 > FOR HELP" AT 23, 30
IF PICK7 EQ -! THEN
NE*FAOE
D7nni a v Mr mi-? i ii c
£ 3rL.ni nt™U i 3 nLr
MDTTC IIDDCPC *VliV '-'E x-' "rn r*f!|iTTfcmrii






PROJECT NFiiTBLl FROM NEWTBL
( ir t lip ai j
NHERE SITE EQ NPS
RUN M ENU3 = CnD
PE"0UE NE8T8L1
ENDIF
7 E3 2 THEN
PR3IECT NFtsiTS? i FSG* ^FsTfi! iin j fall t\\ i




i ~ r * L : ELe -' mt Pi
PROJECT NE*TBLi PRO" ^EiTBL USIpG




IF PICK7 EO 4 THEN










WRITE "ONE MQMENT PLEASE" AT 13.32
CLEAR PICK7
n A p i.'
r 8L f
DCTNDW
- r j rjn;«j
67
NENU7
CDLUHN WHE^E ARE YOU IN T E-ES TED IN LOCKING FOR JOS:"
HflVAL D0ST5P«DUiTE SCHOOL (N p :^
FORT GRD
DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE !DLI!
fill LOCATIONS
30 SACK TO PREVIOUS "ENU
HELP FOR HENU7
- SELECT THE CHOICE OF LOCATIONS HHERE
V
'0U WISH TO INQUIRE ABOUT JOB
yAC-NC;cc
: ONLY VACANCIES A~ THE SELECTED LOCATION WILL BE 5HC8N.
- SELECT (4) FOR VARIOUS SMALLER HIRING AGENCIES IN THE LOCAL AREA,
THESE INCLUDE:
- SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE








J* .-n »•. m i ,1 ft Art*: t x * •" h n\i nnnii^tTTnn
.
'. JOS HYfilLASiLiTItS 8? ULlJ^hTIuN
SET MAR PICKS INT
NEN D AGE
KGET SELECTION FROM HENUS)
WRITE "SELECT <F10> FOR HELP" AT 23, 30
CHOOSE °ICK8 FROM nENUS.fiNU
IF PICKS EQ -! THEN
UCUBACr
rfCBrnaC
nrrrw Ay unnin mi n
^rrrr HDDCCO* ftSJV '.rv rn pniiTTUIICH AT TC T7
whi c fKcDO hNi r-.-r. ? i-J ullNlinUc fil --;-
PAUSE
fcNUIr
I? PICKS EQ ! THEN
PROJECT NEWTBL2 FROH FED USING ALL +
WHERE CATEGORY EQ PRDF
RUN fOUP = CND
run f r






y~ pipits pn i TMi-N
PROJECT NEWTBL2 FROH FED USING ALL +




IP RICKS EQ 4 THEN
PROJECT NE*TBL2 FRO" PED USING ALL +
NHERE CATEGORY EQ MED
n u i» n t ! t u ~ i l n u
r.r-jr.ur siruTIJ' n
HfcFlUVE iiria ! Hi /
PROJECT NEWTBL2 PROM FED USING ALL +
NHERE CATEGORY EQ ADHIN
RUN NENU? ; CHD
REMOVE NEWTPL2
69
.r ril : tu a 'Hen
:: C:EC NE*TrL2 FROM r E3 USING ---
RUN 1ENU9.CHD
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t CZ-MB INE ALL INFORMATION IN ^c TABLE)
NE8PAGE
INTERSECT NEUfTBLi WITH NEwTBLC PQRnlNG NEHTBL3
INTERSECT : «v WITH NENTBL3 FORCING NEW T E_-
REMOVE NEWTELr
'NTERSECT CONTACT WITH NEHTBL4 FORMING NE^TBLj
REMOVE NENTBL*
I (SET GRADE LEVEL USER IS INTERESTED IN)
I
Ann p. £• Til
LnetL nOHln
NEwPAGE
yRITP " Jit ='RESS <ENTER> T RETURN TO ^AIN MENU 111 AT 25,!
PILLIN WHGR^DE USING "E^TER BINIilUH GRADE VQU ARE CONSIDERING ; j s BS-Qj] =:
[f .v-er^de fails the ?»
2\j I u n!L:nUn
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NEKPASE
b|RITE "THERE ARE NO CURRENT VACANCIES BASED ON
iyRITE
a
PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" AT 25= 27
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WHIlE
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SET VAR FED NUfl TO rED NUn IN II
SET VA? MI N PAY TQ BIN D AY IN fl
SET JhH BRftCE I S3 !2«hBE &' fl
SET ysR MAX PAY TO "AX RAY IN II
SET VAR JOB N" TO JOB Nfl IN #1
SET VAR STATUS TO STATUS IN II
SE
T VAR OTHER TO Q THER IN II
erT !jad n?o lit or Tn rtti utdc t w jh
z 1 j y :-! - - L' i r\ n I n. t. ! U L? i n. ^ I n C ill ff I
SET VAR CTC N* TH CTC Nil IN fl
SET VAR ph NUn TO PH MBH IN ti
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SET VAR PICK10 INT












PRINT 3ITEDEP UiHERE BITE EQ
:i':
HRITE "PRESS W KEY TO CONTINUE 1
P^USE
. . . .
EWDIF
IF PIC
PRINT SITEDSP ^E Q E SITE EQ "PT OR
^jRITE aD RE33 ANY KEY T Q CONTINUE"
PAUSE
4J j i i
IF PIC; i ; [Q 3 j^jrjj
PRINT E!TEO: : BHERE SITE EO DL!





IP PICK10 EQ 4 TMEN
PRINT SHEDS wHEPE SITE EQ "ISC
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SE! VAN PICKIi INT
SET VAR PICKIi T 1
Nr !.j n a c r
_
r w - m .j r
?:GE T SELECTION FROM MENU 1 1)
-4;LE PICKI 1 N£ 3 THEN
SOPASE
CHOOSE PICKIi FROM rlENUi ! . MNU
NEWPA5E
IF PICKII EQ I THEN
PRINT PAYRPT SORTED BY 3RADE WHEPE SRADE CONTAINS "S3-"
PAUSE
ENDI-
~X PICKI 1 Efl 2 TMFM
PRINT PAYRPT SORTED BY SRADE WHERE SPADE CONTAINS "BN-
!!
IF PICKII EO 3 THEN
nr.rKiT DAVDDT ", '"> T C T- QV rnr:nr i.n'rnr rnr.nr rnuTATtjr in.
tPMD I j-
IF PICKII EO 4 THEN
PRINT PAYRPT SORTED BY SRADE WHERE GRADE CONTAINS "NL- !i
nr-A'.rr
runrp
fc ! L: i r
IF PICKII EO 5 T-EN
PAUSE
END IF
IF PICifi] PP A T M^'i
rn 1 rj 1 phi 7. r I nun £'- qp^pC ^,hP^P !-RupC' ff^T*;
ENDIF
IF PICKII EB 7 THEN
PRINT PAYRPT SORTED BY 3 R ADE BHERE SPACE C0^ TA?NS "m-"
PAU3E
ENDIF
IP p T r k' 1 ' *n R TMCM
r'DTr iT DAVDDT r-n-rrn ny r»DAnr
- A! inr
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IP PIC^I2 EQ 3 "HEN
DISPLAY HANOI = TX1
P3IIFF
ENDIF
IF PICK12 EQ 4 THEN
n f rn I fty « ! r T tvt
•5 a >.'.r-r
IF PICK12 EQ 5 THEN
DISPl-V TEHP.TU
EMDIF
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COLUMN WHAT SFECI-L HIRING PROSRAM-DQ '^U ^1^ INFO ftBOUP
CURRENT EMPLOYEES
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^DEPENDING ON HENO CHOICE,
NEWPA6E
IF PICK2 EQ ! THEN
rtirrr. Auaifviiir'r
ENDIF
IF PICK2 EO 2 THEN
FNTFR FEB
TU~ ftDDOnODTATC TADI C rC rUTCDCJM
run t r
IF PICK2 EQ 3 THEN
ENTER LOCATION
ENDIF
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T HE PRORER INFORMATION!
EQ i THEN
NEWF^GE
FILLIN ^HNUH USING "ENTER ANNOUNCEMENT NUnBER TO DELETE ==> " AT 5,20




NUMBER SHE QFEN DT CLS DT FROM ANNOUNCE
«nERE NUNBER EO JHNUH +
AND SITE EQ .KHSITE





IF DELCCN EO Y THEN
DELETE RONS FROM ANNOUNCE WHERE NUMBER EC ; WHNUN +
AND SITE EQ =NH5ITE
tNDir
IF FICK2 EO 2 THEN
NEN-AGE
FILLIN HHNUH USING "ENTER -EDERAL JOB NUMBER TQ DELETE ==)
NEWPAGE
SELECT FED NUN JOB ^ "RON FED *HERE ?ED NUN EQ , NH^UM
FILLIN DELCON USING "ARE YOU SURE YOU WANT TO DELETE (Y/Ni
H ! Ly - 1 /
IF DELCON EQ Y T*E"





FILLIN WHSITE USING "ENTER SHE TC DELETE ==> " AT 5,20
NElsPAGE
SELECT SHE CITY FROM LOCATION y yERE SITE EQ = WHSITE
FILLIN DELCON USINS "APE VOL! SURE YCU 'iM\ TO DELETE -Y/N) 7 " +
AT 20,17
IF DELCON EQ Y THEN





t : Tii .liifDftnr- iPTi fi r i « t t ; p ;r r MTCD 2 - V H r' T;V hSA"? Til HF! -rr == at g 2
:Z_£C T ALL FRQM PAV WHERE GRADE ES JHGRADE
FILLIN DELCCN USING "ARE V 0U £URE VOU isANT TO DELETE (Y/NS ? ' *
AT 2 ;M 7
I
c DELCON EO Y THEN
1CI ETC DHfttC CDHM BAV WUCCC COARC Cft UUPOAftC
runTP




SELECT ALL FROM CONTACT WHERE CNT ID EO = WHCTC
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SET -'AR WHNUn TEXT
SET VAR SHSITE TEXT
:ET \/AR ^HGRADE TEXT
:E
T VAR KHCTC [NT
nitw i Rbe
IF PICK2 EG i THEN
FILLIN HHNUH USING
,;
EN TER ANNOUNCEMENT NUN8ER TQ f
AT 5,5
FILLIN yH3I TE USING "ENTER ORIGINATING SHE ==> "
EDIT USING ANNOUNCE WHERE NUMBER EQ ^mi* +
Hun n t rr ri UUCTTC
H !* L^ 2 i " £ Z- i Bf!b 1 £
;c =="> n +
AT 7 c
will- Ir
lr !"i '-'•._ lb ^ IntH
FILL IN WHNU^ USING "ENTER rEDERAL JOB '*U?BER TO CHANGE
NEWPAGE
EDIT USING FED WHERE FED SUM E3 JHNUH
: ::
r
IF PICK2 EG 3 THEN
r T ' Til i,i!*f~'T Tr" IICtfcl£ iiniTrn r-rrr rn riJAtiCC - — '-
~.
__!:'• NtlbiiC Ubinb - r= i r h blit id L-ilflHofc — t
cNi*ii-
IF PICK2 E8 4 ? HhN
p| i -1 r H s L
EDI1 USING PAY NHEkE GRADE EQ sriaKHDE
ENDIF
re p Jf
v'7 rn =: THEN
r* T ! I Til MM;- . .
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NriJDAGC
SELECT NUMBER SITE 0PEN_D" 0L3 DT TENURE FROM ANNOUNCE +
SORTED BY NUMBER SITE CLS_DT
yPITE "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" AT 25=27
F4':'-
^Nnir
E3 2 T HEN
SELECT FED_NUM JQB_N!1 CATEGORY FROh FED SORTED BY FED NUN









SELECT SITE CITY FROM LOCATION SORTED BY SITE CITY
*RITE "PRESS AN V KEY TO CONTINUE" AT 25,27
QAI JCC
iFN
bcLtl-1 hLl hRun Phi bUKiiij B? BRhBE
WRITE
PA;:FF
BKli PRESS SN^ i ; i:? TQ LuNiiNut R! 25,21
EO 5 THEN
qpi err fii i Fpf]M rrSjTipj CflRJFfl py nT*1 yn
LIJlTTr BRDCCC '"»'" t/rv r- pfiMTTMilCH '7 15 17in r T
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Jobs a r e -fill ed in the Federal government through 3 "Merit" systes.
Tins Beans selection for appt is b ===d on relative cuali^ication to perfo™
the »o~^ in c o^cari eo^. to othe r ca-Lic'stss 3= demonstrated by p s s t experience;
education and training. Initial appoi ntasnt into the Federal work force is
normally based on successful competition on a "civil service" exaa. Opportuni-
ties to coioste i r these exants are oublicioed at the Office of Personnel float
(OPS) Job I'fcrnatior Ce n ters and state enpioyiiient offices. 11=5= citics"-
a.nio is a basic reouir"e~t for encloyfsenc in the federal government.




Standi" r c ^ 171 (SF-171), T^is SF-171 is available in
rhi= " +
-fi -p. It rpRLnrPs infn reoardiflO!









- Bac>: c r ound Information
This fara should be co^oleted "rior to applying for a vacancy= Assistance n;
us o^ovided to hsip vou fili ou
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m: lI'EE:= This eligibility .: limited to a period of three (3) years
fros separation date for career-conditiona! employees who are not veterans* A
copv 0* the S^-jO /srifvine esp e r at 1 d~ froii a career Dr career-condition.;!
appointment in the federal Service should bfi included ~ith the 3 F — 1 7 1 , p cr
veterans i~:<i cs"ee r espioyeee; the eligibility isnod is unlimited. VETERANS
ahculd provide the:- DD-214's.





i . y L t- '-
"?rSC"S With SSVS'S ^s"d;CS0S ind l^C'Se NfiO hiVS b98 r r esto'sd to
issntal h 8 i 1 1 h after treatment tor Nentsi or eiiot 1 onal disorder n?3v be
appointed directly by the activity, Eligibility is based on certification of
the disability and an assess/sent of the person's potential ability to ^erfcm
the duties of the oosition -f
r
qjd a counselor of the veterans Administration or a
state vocational r ehabilitation aQencv= The initial af^ointinent is osnsrailv
teis^orary 'not to exceed 700 hours) and nay be non-coiirietitiveiv converted to a
csroianent excepted arioointfoent sand subsequently to a career-conditional annt
i+T&r f ho provided psrforssncs has beefhaari e 3
f
i 5+actorv,
appointed on the basis of emotional or sental disorder are not eiio
ncn-cosceti tive conversion to career-cendtionai aoot but siay be ssp
period of up to two (2) years on an excepted appointient.
;?ri for
JPCCC




Ths -'ete'sn (T- u 3 1 have served on active d u t v in the A r rn e ^ For C9= between
5 August 1964 and 7 Kay 1975, for more than ISO days, and oust not have
completed more thin 14 ysars of education, The 14 year education restriction is
waited for co~Q5PEab 1 v disabled ^ata^ans and veterans disc h a r n 8 d because of
service connected disabilities. Depending on Qualifications) parsons mav be
appointed up to grade G3-09 or H6~09 or the equivalent and lust agree to parti-






t « ei n t unda" this authority mav be converted to a career/career*
conditional appointment upon satisfactory completion of a training or
educational prograi! period of 2 years.
30 PERCENT OR
*~' P E . I r^BLED vE
T
ERANS;
Veterans rated o r certified bv the Veterans Administration or a
asiiitary deoartiiient as navinn 5 30 percent or i^ore service-connected disability
a
? 5 eligible for SiREC ' kPP2 l\ TntHlT to positions to r &«j£h they Quaii+sed?
Documentation of the disabilitv must be sithin the preceding year, Initial
apoointient is tesporar^ with the oro^ision for conversion to oer^anent
- _ - _ : - l l .i.i;«. ., f ..i:_r 1 _ _ . . _——..: J - _ il. l . ...i^Vj ' ! T '!"(' L UJU : ; LU'liO-L " L i ^" Ot bdl i at dC I'jT / be*ViL" _i : » ij n^r £;!£ Lr'^y'irv
appointienti
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implication tor tSsficorfir^ '5:T;Qiov;ij5nt &3^ bs Tsaos directly ~o tns
activit\ ."dir D-ocadures similar ta sop I i cat i o~ to QpM, Positions covor ad
include si! ^adsrai Ns>fs System iblua c o 1 1 s
r
!
: and sdflii nistrativSj iachnical-
and clerical ooaitions up to Grade 83-12. A p p I i c a t
i
d n s may be Mis sitnout
prior competition on an QFn 5^331 nation: Activities if? required to post
thesa jot; opportunities at OP- a^d atata E^ploy^ent ctficea. A Britten test
*av ba "a-uiradi it so, a copy ot the appropriate G^^ Net ; C8 Q-f Ratine ahcuid
«__ : J - j ,.iL i.L_ :-»r f i iQc ur-JviOru hi tu CnS is i/i:
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subject to the saise reouireaents as other Federal govt job'
a variety of occupations including!
Recreation Specialists
- Lifeguards




s basso on similar oositions in c"i^ats industry in
^i~v of the posii'GRS are ''5"~ r a>'\ i nv'i" Other than
a full~tiie 'or? sciisduis ; Bsnstits including retirement- leave, iisurancs-
etc.- are provided to permanent NAF snicloysss i r<6 ars not the sa^e as "civil
service" benefits, Applicatisn for efflployiient is ^sds directly to the
civilian -S r sc" r si office servsci^a the ^A? faci 1 1 tv. The snr1 ] i ~ at i on fc-ris
*?4 _ _ .
not bs r scuirsd to a»o!v tor these cositicnS: The
l_ _
€
;-i-J i-,- 4-I-- MAC - -t«- ' ill-"
'jc provioet] u * tn? \v* r nersonnei office*
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This section gives instructions -for installing the R:6ase
5000 software on your system, con-figuring your system, and
starting R:Base. It also tells you how to start the Job
Search Program. R:Base may be operated on both hard disk and
floppy disk systems with 237K of main memory available a-fter
system con-figuration, however a minimum o-f 320K is
recommended
.
1.1 HARD DISK SYSTEM
System Con-figuration
To accommodate R:Base 5000 on a hard disk system, your
system needs a system-con-figuration -file (con-fig. sys) with
this command:
FILES = 20
To alter the file, use the R:Base 5000 con-figuration
program, This program is on R:Base disk I.
1. Insert R:Base disk I in drive A. Make A: the default
drive.
2. At the A> prompt, type CONFIG and press <ENTER>.
3. The program will display a message. Answer the
question by typing "N" for whether the system boots
from a floppy disk.
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4. When the program displays that the con-figuration
process is completed, remove the RzBase disk -from
drive A. Then reboot your system. Hold down <CTRL>
and <ALT> and then press <DEL>.
5. Use the DOS CHDIR (change directory) command to make
your current directory the one which you want the
R:Base 5000 files to reside:
C:\r5k
6. Insert one o-f the R:Base 5000 disks in floppy drive A.
7. Copy all -files -from the disk to your current
dirctory. At the C> prompt, enter:
COPY A:*.*
8. When all files from the disk are copied, remove the
disk from drive A.
9. Repeat until you have copied all R:Base 5000 files to
your hard drive directory. When you have copied all
of the programs, you are ready to use the full R:Base
product.
Start Ue
To use the system once it is loaded:
1. Boot up your system with DOS.
2. Change from the root directory to the directory where
your database files are located. Enter the DOS CHDIR
(change directory) command:
CHDIR C:\r5k
3. At the DOS prompt, enter the name of the program you
want to run:
RBASE / RBEDIT / EXPRESS
4. After you enter the name of your selection and press
<ENTER>, the main menu for the program will appear.
You can now begin using the program.
Qy.
1.2 FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM
System Con-figuration
1. To accommodate R:Base 5000, your system needs a
system-con-figuration (con-fig. sys) -file with this
command:
FILES=20
2. To alter the -file, use the R:Base 5000 con-figuration
program. This program is on R:Base disk I.
3- Boot up your system with DOS.
4. Insert R:Base Disk I in drive A.
5. At the A> prompt, type con-fig and press <ENTER>.
Answer the question by typing "Y" to whether your
system boots -from a -floppy disk.
6. As directed, remove the R:Base disk and insert the
boot disk in drive A. The program then creates or
alters the con-fig. sys -file on your boot disk so that
it will prepare your system -for R:Base 5000 each time
you boot
.
7. When the configuration process is completed, reboot
your system. With the boot disk in drive A, hold down
<CTRL> and <ALT> and then press <DEL>.
Start Ub
1. Boot your system with DOS.
2. Remove the boot disk -from drive A.
3. Make B: the de-fault drive. At the A> prompt, enter
B:.
4. Insert your working copy of the program disk in drive
A.
5. Insert a blank, formatted floppy disk (or your
database disk) into drive B.
6. At the B> prompt, type the name of the program you
wish to run:
RBASE / RBEDIT / EXPRESS
7. When the program menu appears, you can begin using thi
system.
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1.3 RUNNING THE PROGRAM
At the main menu, select option (1) R:base command
mode. You will now see the R> prompt. When this prompt is
on the screen, you can begin the Job Search program by
typing RUN MAIN.CMD. You are now in the program.
The system date will appear as -Follows:
TODAY'S DATE: MM/DD/YY
IS THIS CORRECT (Y/N) ==>
It is important to corn-firm that the system date is
correct even though a system clock is present. The next
process in the program is to delete those announcements
which closing dates have expired. Once you input Y at the
prompt, the system will delete those announcements -from the
table ANNOUNCE. If the date is incorrect, select N and the
system will prompt you with:
ENTER THE CURRENT DATE (MM/DD/YY) ==>
ft
Once inserted, the system will display the new date and
once again ask i-f the date is correct. It will continue
this procedure until you are satisfied with the date and
enter "Y".
The program will now display the introduction screen
which will welcome you to the Naval Postgraduate School's
Civilian Personnel O-F-fice. It will also brie-fly explain the
purpose o-f the program and wait -for you to depress any key
to continue. This screen will appear prior to per-forming
any o-f the program's functions.
A-fter you depress any key, the main menu will appear as
shown in Figure 1-1. Every menu which appears within the
program has a HELP -function available by selecting <F10>.
This will display to you amplifying information concerning
the menu selections. You may exit only from the main menu
into R:Base when you want to terminate the program at the
end of a workday. Simply depress the <esc> key and you will
return to the R> prompt.
NPS CIVILIAN PERSONNEL JOB SEARCH PROGRAM
(1) FILE MANAGEMENT
(2) CHECK JOB VACANCIES




2.0 UPDATING THE DATA BASE
The -file management -facility o-f the Job Search Program
allows -for the addition, deletion, update and display o-f the
data base records. This capability may be accessed by
selecting "1" from the main menu shown in Figure 1-1.
Following this selection, you will be asked -for the correct
password in order to proceed. The request will be:
ENTER THE CORRECT PASSWORD ==>
PRESS <ENTER > TO RETURN TO MAIN MENU
I-f you input the wrong password, you will be returned to
the main menu (Figure 1-1). You may attempt another input i-f
you believe that you mistyped the password or you may obtain
the current password -from specified o-f -f ice personnel i-f you
have the clearance to perform data modifications.
When you have correctly entered the password, you will
be presented with the menu in Figure 1-2, which allows you
to select the appropriate file for modification.
FILE MANAGEMENT
(1) ANNOUNCEMENT LISTINGS
(2) FEDERAL JOB DESCRIPTIONS
<3) AREA LOCATION DESCRIPTIONS
(4) PAY SCHEDULE
(5) CONTACT DIRECTORY
(6) GO BACK TO PREVIOUS MENU
Figure 1-2
This then leads to the Function menu, Figure 1-3. From
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this menu the you select the -function desired; either
entering new data, removing old data, modifying existing
data or displaying the current data in the table.
WHICH MANAGEMENT FUNCTION DO YOU WISH TO PERFORM?
(1) ENTER NEW INFORMATION
(2) REMOVE OLD INFORMATION
(3) CHANGE EXISTING INFORMATION
(4) DISPLAY CURRENT INFORMATION
(5) GO BACK TO PREVIOUS MENU
Figure 1—3
2. 1 ENTERING NEW INFORMATION
From the Management Function Menu (Figure I-3> , select
"1". This invokes the R:Base ENTER function. The screen
will display the entry -form -for the particular data table
you selected -from Figure 1-2. You must enter data in all
blocks, otherwise the system will not accept the new
in-formation and an error message will appear on the screen.
These error messages are incorporated into the program by
using the R:Base rules -function. In addition, certain
in-formation must exist in the other tables when adding a new
announcement listing: the grade must be in the PAY table;
the Pay Plan & Series number must be in the FED table; the
site must be in the LOCATION table; and the Contact ID #
must be in the CONTACT table. Examples o-f acceptable data,
by -file and -field, are provided in Section 2.5.
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When you are satisfied with your input, press <esc> and
the -Following menu will appear on the top o-f the screen.
Add—Reuse—Edi t—Qui t
Move the right-arrow and le-ft-arrow keys to move the
cursor to the option you want and press <enter >. ADD inputs
the new information into the data table and displays a blank
entry -form. REUSE inputs the new data but will keep
displaying the new information instead of a blank entry
form. This may help when you need to enter repetitive
information into a table. EDIT will allow you the option to
keep making changes to the new information without entering
it into the table. QUIT will not enter what is currently on
the screen and will exit you back to the menu in Figure 1—3.
Important Note**
Always ensure that you select ADD
prior to selecting QUIT if you want your new data saved.
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2.2 DELETING AN EXISTING RECORD
From the File Management Menu (Figure 1-3), select "2",
You will then be asked -For the value of the primary key in
order to locate the correct record in the file -for













Following input o-f the primary key value (s) o-f the
desired record, the record is displayed. You should review
the record to confirm its eligibility for deletion and enter
a "Y" or "N" as appropriate. You will return to the




2.3 UPDATING AN EXISTING RECORD
From the Management Function Menu (Figure 1—3) select
"3". This invokes the R:Base EDIT -Function. You will be
asked -for the value o-f the primary key(s) in order to locate
the correct record in the -file -for updating. Primary key
-fields are presented in Figure 1-4. Following input o-f the
appropriate value of the primary key(s), the e-f-fective
record is displayed, with the -following R:Base system menu
presented on the top o-f the screen:
—Skip—Edit—Change—Add—Reset—Delete—Quit
—
Choose the menu option by moving the cursor to the
appropriate option and pressing <ENTER>. The menu options
are explained below:
Skip The in-formation displayed on the screen is
not modi-fied and the next row in the table is
displayed.
Edit The in-formation displayed on the screen may
be changed. A-fter this option is selected and changes
have been made, press <esc> to return to this menu and
select either: Change, Add, Reset or Delete.
Change — The modi-fied in-formation on the screen is
saved and the next row in the table is displayed.
Add The in-formation displayed on the screen is
added as a new row to the table and the original row is
le-ft unchanged. You now have two rows o-f data.
Reset The in-formation displayed on the screen is
not saved. Any changes made are ignored and the
original data will be kept.
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Delete — The information displayed is deleted -from thi
table and the next row in the table is displayed. You
will be asked to con-Firm prior to each deletion.
Quit Terminates the EDIT -function and returns to
the Management Function Menu (Figure 1—3)
.
2.4 DISPLAYING CURRENT INFORMATION
From the Management Funtion Menu (Figure 1—3) , select
"4". You will be shown all existing information within the
previously selected data table. Its purpose is to allow you
to verify the existence of information within the table. In
addition, you will be given the option to route the output
to a printer. Ensure that a printer is properly connected
to the computer if you desire this option. Output will be
redirected to the screen after you obtain your printout.
When all the information is presented to you, you will
return to the Management Function Menu (Figure 1—3).
2.5 DATA DESCRIPTION DESK GUIDE
This section provides a ready reference "desk guide"
description of system files and examples of acceptable data
in proper format for field entry. A more detailed
description is included in Appendix E, Data Dictionary.
io:
File: ANNOUNCE






































































Field Name Type (length) Example
Grade
Minimum Pay



















3.0 JOB SEARCH ROUTINE
The Job Search -facility o-f the program will allow you
the opportunity to check what vacancies are available given
certain criteria you provide via menu selections.
To enter the Job Search routine, select "2" -from the
main menu (Figure I— 1). You will then be asked via a menu
(Figure 1—5) what type o* job tenure you are interested in.
A-fter your selection, you will be asked what location you
are are interested in (Figure 1-6). Your -final menu
selection will be the general type o-f job you are looking
for (Figure 1-7) . You have the option o-f returning to the
previous menu to change your selection at each level.






(4) RETURN TO PREVIOUS MENU
Figure 1-5
WHERE ARE YOU INTERESTED IN LOOKING FOR JOBS?
(1) NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL (NPS)
(2) FORT ORD
(3) DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE (DLI)
(4) ALL LOCATIONS
(5) GO BACK TO PREVIOUS MENU
Figure 1-6
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(7) GO BACK TO PREVIOUS MENU
Figure 1—7
After selections have been made, you will be presented
with the -following:
ENTER THE MINIMUM GRADE YOU WOULD CONSIDER ==>
ENTER THE MAXIMUM GRADE YOU WOULD CONSIDER ==>
You are to enter whatever the range in grade level you would
want displayed. For proper format, re-fer to Figure 1—4.
You will be presented with every vacancy that satisfies
your menu selections. Each announcement will display the
primary descriptive items o-f the job, with additional
information available if you enter "Y" when directed. If
you are not interested in that particular vacancy, enter "N"
and the next announcement will be displayed on the screen.
When all announcements have been shown to you, the program
will return you to the introductory menu. At that point you
may continue utilizing the program for more information or
seek application information from the contact individual
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concerning a job that interested you. If no vacancies exist
for the grade level that you inserted, you will be returned
to that level -for another input.
**IMPORTANT NOTE**
When a menu selection you make results in no
announcements present (i.e. no jobs currently
available at DLI) a message will appear stating:
"NO ROWS SATISFY THE CONDITION"
At this point, you should return to the previous
menu and select another choice.
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4.0 SEEKING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
If you want to view additional in-formation , select "3"
from the main menu (Figure 1-1). You will be presented with
the menu in Figure 1-8. Each selection will give you
amplifying information concerning area locations, pay
scales, hiring programs and the application process.
WHAT TOPIC DO YOU WISH MORE INFORMATION ABOUT?
(1) BASE / OFFICE LOCATIONS
(2) PAY SCALES
(3) SPECIAL HIRING PROGRAMS
(4) APPLICATION PROCESS
• <5> RETURN TO PREVIOUS MENU
Figure 1-8
Each selection is self-explanatory and will not be presented
in detail within this user's manual.
For updating the files containing information about the
hiring programs and the application process, each file is
contained within a TXT file and can be ammended by entering
R:Bedit and calling the files, for example, APPLY.TXT.
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